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Abstract
Regeneration of blood vessels and their development occur in the damaged spots. This phenomenon suggests that
the destruction process itself stimulates development of blood vessels and results in healing and self-repair of tissue.
Learning about those self-repair processes is extremely important for restoring tissues and organs to their proper
functioning in systems and the whole body. Therefore, recognizing the processes of angiogenesis appears to be the
key in treating numerous diseases.
Long-term research on blood vessels, their development and mineralization [1-9] as well as on mineralization and
demineralization of bones and the process of bone healing [10-12] and the phenomena of tumor mineralization [9,
12-14] have supplied the author with numerous insights into angiogenesis. This publication is a summary of those
insights.
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1. Development of Blood Vessels in Blocked Areas
1.1 Collateral Circulation
In case of blockage of blood vessels, e.g. coronary arteries, by substances crystallizing within [4] increase in levels
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of CO2 occurs. It is the effect of hypoxia, i.e. change of proportion of oxygen and CO2 levels in the affected area.
Consequently, in the area of the arterial blockage, the level of oxygen is low in comparison to the level of CO2,
which is rising due to the dying of the cardiac muscle cells. That phenomenon leads to creation of easily dissociating
carbonic acid (H2CO3) formed from local CO2 and water appearing in tissues. The result is a drop in pH below 7.0.
Angiogenesis developing in the area of arterial blockage may lead to creation of collateral circulation (Figure 1).
Although the described phenomenon doesn’t have direct connection with angiogenesis, one will note that damaged
artery wall may undergo the process of self-repair. Newly developing collagen strands “overgrow” the weakened
part of arterial wall (Figure 2).

Figure 1: Collateral circulation in a blocked area of coronary artery

1.2 Spontaneous self-repair of damaged arterial walls

Figure 2: Self-repair of a micro-area of damaged internal wall of an artery. Aneurism of ascending aorta. Male, age
40. SEM [4].
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1.3 Development of blood vessels in tumor areas
In cases of tumors, rapid growth in number of cancer cells (Figure 3, 4) changes the ratio of supplied oxygen to
produced tumor metabolites [15]. Also in this case locally generated CO2 levels are higher than supplied oxygen
levels. That results in acidification of the tumor areas and, in consequence, development of blood vessels (Figure 5).

Figure 3: Carcinoma planoepitheliale 1.3.1, source: WHO. Visible epidermoid cancer infiltrating bronchial
cartilage. Female, age 60. Biological microscope, magnification according to scale [14].

Figure 4: Epidermoid cancer – group G2. Multiple small centers of cancer infiltrating stroma. Male, age 65.
Biological microscope. Material stained with H-E, magnification 220x.
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Figure 5: Angiogram of lower limb. Visible net of blood vessels of the knee joint area and multiple pathological
vessels connected to the tumor in femur base [12].

1.4 Development of blood vessels in a bone fracture area
In the process of healing a bone fracture, hypoxia of the break area results from destruction of blood vessels and the
local concentration of CO2 and other metabolites. Due to destruction of local veins, those substances are not
eliminated from the fracture area. Also in this case carbonic acid is created, which acidifies the area, causing drop in
the local pH. This phenomenon stimulates angiogenesis. Only after development of new blood vessels, when pH of
the environment rises again above 6.6, crystallization of apatite can occur, which is when the mineralization of bone
collagen starts (Figure 6A, B).

Figure 6: (A) – Structure of transforming soft callus 10 days after the break. SEM. Magnification 400x. (B) –
Structure of bone developing from soft callus 20 days after the break. SEM. Magnification 400x.
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Along with the modification of the soft callus into hard callus, i.e. bone, there are additional processes
accompanying development of blood vessels, including modification of bone marrow cells, their evolution into
osteoblasts, and creation of collagen strands. It is interesting that collagen strands developing in the callus have
crystallization centers located almost identically to those in the “original” bone’s collagen. Owing to that, collagen
mineralization by apatite crystallized from alkaline phosphatase results in development of bone whose
morphological and physicochemical attributes are the same as those of the original bone.

2. Conclusion
The processes of endothelium development and new blood vessels formation were described by Harper and Shahneh
[16-17], among others. It was noted that endothelium cells proliferation and stopping angiogenesis of blood vessels
within tumors were essential issues [18].
Common characteristic of all described angiogenesis cases is undoubtedly development of particular
physicochemical environment connected with tissue hypoxia, which leads to angiogenesis. Such environment
includes local excess of carbon dioxide and cell metabolites in the area, which cannot be eliminated by destroyed
blood vessels (or lack of them – tumors) [18,19].
Conducted research and observations indicate the existence of local acidification of tissue in the areas of
angiogenesis, which is a result of the increase in CO2 levels. Such acidification may be the main factor in the local
angiogenesis processes.
While debating acidification of tissue environment as the factor stimulating blood vessels development, we need to
explain that phenomenon in detail. Since pH is, according to definition, the negative of the logarithm to base 10 of
the activity of the hydrogen ion, the potential role of protons (H+) in the blood vessels forming phenomenon needs to
be explained.
Free protons are created in acidified tissue environment through dissociation – from easily dissociating carbonic
acid, which develops due to the local excess of CO2. The role of protons appears to be important in the stimulation
of intima, and in particular its cells. Its cellular membranes are built of phospholipids with a polar structure.
Characteristic of such structure is the presence of charges on the polar opposites of the phospholipids’ particles. It
appears that protons present in acidic environment may change or modify polarization of phospholipids. That
phenomenon stimulates the endothelium cells to proliferate and develop toward blood vessels formation.
Endothelium development is considered to be the main element in blood vessel formation.
That hypothesis should be proved by experiments, which are regrettably impossible to perform in the laboratory
which the author has access to at the AGH University of Science and Technology.
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If proved, it should allow us to stimulate formation of blood vessels where they are necessary, and stop angiogenesis
in places where it is pernicious (tumors). Described process has been confirmed by biomineralogical analysis of
bones and mineralization (calcification) of various tissues [11]. Crystallization of apatite and other phosphates in
places of calcification occurs in pH over 6.6 (alkalization). Therefore, acidified areas only undergo calcification
(mineralization) as the blood vessels develop, tissues are “healed” and their environment returns to slightly alkaline.
Another important issue is stimulation of angiogenesis in areas affected by osteoporosis, as well as stopping its
adverse development [20].
On the other hand, creation of collagen, blood vessels, and synthesis of alkaline photosphatase in areas of
osteosynthesis in a way similar to that of bone fracture healing should allow for its rebuilding and regeneration.
The potential of these findings, if confirmed, is hard to overestimate in view of the functioning of the whole human
body (Pawlikowski 2014, 2015, 2016a, b).
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